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FL COMPUTER SCIENCE
Building with Code
For 11-13 year-olds

The aim of this project is to introduce students to the problem 
solving process needed to tackle programming activities later 
in the course. Helping them to think creatively and critically to 
find solutions to problems, and gaining new insight into how 
such problems may be understood by both humans and 
computers differently. Students will achieve this through 
solving logic problems and working in teams on the creation of 
a real electronic product from circuit boards and sensors. 
Students show their understanding of concepts by the creation 
and coding of a prototype during Module 4.

Course aim



COURSE STRUCTURE - Milestones

01 Introduction to course and
CT & Problem-Solving

● Decomposition
● Pattern Recognition
● Abstraction
● Algorithm

02 Introduction to
Computing

● Computer System Components
● Binary
● Boolean Logic

03 Introduction to 
programming using mBlock

● Flowcharts, Algorithm, Pseudocode
● mBlock (Sequencing, Events, Loops, Parallelism, Conditionals, Operators, and Data)

04 Project work
● Final Project:

                mBot Racing(7-10s): mBot obstacle race
                Game Design(7-13s): mBlock game
                Building with Code(11-13s): Building and programming your prototype
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**The same content is covered in more depth with the intermediate students

#


Students in action - Presentations and testing

Testing their mBotCreating their avatar

Presenting their prototype

*Photos and videos were taken pre-Covid 



Students in action - Coding

Programming their game Explaining their code (arduino C)

*Photos and videos were taken pre-Covid 



Students in action - Coding together

GamingTeamwork

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1E8x4YKsLgt1rRwpUF6TtObcl4tFg_2jo/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-CP2e4nCo8MDoFKDellNuH4yGLa3EkAq/preview


Students in action - Unplugged activities
During the lessons students complete a set of unplugged and computer-based tasks, activities, games and puzzles.
At the end of the course they present their learnings in the form of a substantial artefact. 

*Photos and videos were taken pre-Covid 

Flowcharts Algorithm Binary



Students in action - Unplugged activities

*Photos and videos were taken pre-Covid 

Binary IPO(Input-Process-Output) Algorithm



Students in action - Unplugged activities

Students design and plan their own prototypes or games





PATTERN RECOGNITION: Challenge - What’s the sum?

3x     = 30       ->       30 / 3 = 10       ->                 = 10 

PATTERN RECOGNITION: Identify similarities

→ You already know that         = 10

So, 
20 - 10  =  10
2x           = 10

                 = 5



Consider a row of boxes placed on the ground. Each box is labelled from 1 to 8. 
Three types of movement rules may be placed on a box.

2L
-> Move to the left

Eg. 2L means move 2 
spaces left

3R -> Move to the right
Eg. 3R means move 

3 spaces right
-> If a rule is “0,” do not 

move at all.

1R 3R 2L 0 3R 1R 3L 2L

Q. Which box should you start at, following 
the rules, so that every box is landed on?

Possible Answers: 2,   3,   5, OR   it is not 
possible to land on every box

PATTERN RECOGNITION: Basic Algorithmic Design



TASK: Design your own 
flowchart detailing how 

you would make a 
sandwich

Flowcharts Start

Start studying!

Do you have 
homework?

Watch TV for 30 min

Is it due in < 
12 hours

YES

NO

YES



11-13s Project order - BUILDING WITH CODE

These are the steps (from left-to-right) that your project will follow:

The idea

Think of a problem that 
you would like to solve 
using technology.

Prototype
Design

Turn your project from 
an idea into something 
tangible. 

Prototype
Construction

Build your prototype 
use the materials 
available
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Module 1 Module 3Module 2 Module 4

Prototype
Coding

Programme your 
prototy using mBlock

#


● Intro to Computational Thinking & Problem Solving
○ Decomposition: Breaking down complex problems into more manageable segments
○ Pattern recognition: Ability to identify similarities in something
○ Abstraction: Simplify the work for better outcomes. Take out details that are not important.
○ Algorithm: Set of instructions to get to an outcome

REFLECTION: What did you learn today?



CHALLENGE:
- Pilot asks boy if they can take off and only do it if allowed
If answer is yes:
- Boy counts down from 5, when counter reaches 0 the pilot  glides to the top-right 
edge and disappears
- Boy broadcasts a message to pilot and plane takes off and disappears when it 
reaches the top-right corner
Else:
- Pilot says: “Ok then, I’ll wait”

Difficulty 

CHALLENGE - Taking off (part 1.3)

BLOCKS 
YOU’LL 
NEED

- When clicked
- Show
- Hide
- If … Else
- Go to ‘position’
- Ask and wait

- Broadcast message and wait
- When I receive message
- Answer
- Glide __ secs to x: __ y:__
- Say
- equals to

Starting point: Plane in the bottom-left corner

Sprites and Backdrop
- Aeroplane + Person
- City background



Game creation - Project design sample

Draft mBlock Game



While this video does not 
have any voice, it is to 

simply show you the type of 
video you should focus on 

making. Yours of course 
will be a lot better!

Examples of prototypes - 11-13 year-olds
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Temperature-controlled fan

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1TUhL6jwr1-5niaVhE3e466X9j-uVvM_L/preview
#

